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Abstract. It is widely recognized that despite its many benefits, the ergonomics of laparoscopic
surgery lead to severe perceptual distortions for the surgeon. In particular, interaction forces at the
instrument tip are masked by interfering forces at the trocar and distorted due to a lever effect
around the insertion point. This leads to improper control of tool-tip interaction forces, increasing
the risk and occurrence of intra-operative injuries, unnecessary trauma to healthy tissue and suture
breakage.
Here, we propose an experiment aimed at determining the efficacy and usability of cutaneous
vibrotactile and/or visual feedback of tool-tip interaction forces in assisting a surgeon in controlling
fine interaction forces. 16 novice subjects performed force-reach and -hold tasks in a laparoscopic
setting under provision of 9 forms of feedback (visual feedback, 4 variants of vibrotactile feedback,
and their combinations).
Feedback increased precision (up to 85.8% reduction in error when aiming for a target force),
repeatability (up to 84% reduction in spread of aiming errors), speed of reaching a target force (up
to 18-fold increase in speed of reaching a target force at equal accuracy) and reduced force drift
over time (>68% reduction in cumulative deviation from a target force over a 20s period). Results
show best performance for visual feedback, with promising performance for pulsed vibrotactile
feedback, allowing us to draw initial conclusions on the potential for using tactile feedback to
represent interaction forces in laparoscopy and to gain insights into axes for its improvement.
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1 Introduction

Laparoscopic surgery (LS) is widely used to treat a variety of pathological condi-
tions ([4], [9], [14]) boasting many advantages for the patient due to the reduced ac-
cess trauma. However, the deteriorations in dexterity and perception stemming from
the manipulation of thin elongated instruments inserted into the abdomen through
trocars coupled with vision from a 2-D endoscopic camera are the cause of sub-
optimal performance on the part of surgeons [19]. This sometimes results in unnec-
essary complications ([15], [3], [5], [2]). Among the most cited problems in LS,
distorted and partially lost haptic perception of forces is a major cause for concern
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([13], [16], [10]), prompting us to seek solutions for assisting surgeons in better
controlling them.

Haptic perception of forces is also a major issue in robotically assisted mini-
mally invasive surgery (RMIS), as teleoperation has only worsened the situation
compared to LS, exacerbating the problem of excessive applied forces. An interest-
ing overview of force feedback in RMIS is given by Weber et al. [17], who perform
a meta-analysis of 21 studies comparing surgical task performance with and with-
out force feedback. They conclude that force feedback has a moderate effect on
accuracy, a strong beneficial effect on the control of average and peak forces and
no effect on task completion times. However, technical difficulties in implementing
force feedback for RMIS have prompted research in alternate methods for present-
ing force information, in particular through sensory substitution.

Both audio ([7], [8], [1]) and visual feedback in RMIS ([7], [11]) and LS (e.g.
[18]) have proven effective in reducing mean and peak forces during suturing and
tissue manipulation. However, implementing audio feedback in the operating room
where ambient noise is high and it may impede communication remains challenging.
Visual feedback requires a possibly distracting display alongside the endoscopic
image, and increasing the already high visual cognitive load.

For this reason, tactile feedback has been considered as an option for displaying
interaction forces, with the advantage of not competing with other important in-
formation passing through the same perceptual channel, and providing immediate,
private and non-disruptive cues. To the best of our knowledge, most work on tactile
feedback for LS has focussed on cutaneous feedback of grasping forces ([18], [12])
and tissue palpation forces ([20]) with promising results.

In the case of suture knot tying, there is great benefit to be obtained from better
control of interaction forces at the tool-tip. Sutures are safe as long as they exceed
a minimum thread tension when tied, ensuring good closure of the wound. On the
other hand, excess suture thread tension leads to tissue damage or suture breakages
and associated complications ([18]).

Here, we propose an experiment aimed at determining whether it is possible to
represent tool-tip interaction forces through haptic and/or visual cues in a manner
that is intuitively usable to better control them, seeking insight into the best form
for representing forces. Subjects are asked to apply and hold pre-defined levels of
suture thread tension under provision of visual and/or vibrotactile feedback.

Section 2 describes our experimental set-up and protocol. Results obtained are
shown in section 3 and subsequently discussed for each evaluation metric. Finally,
general conclusions are drawn in section 4 and axes for future work are outlined.

2 Materials and methods

Our experiment focussed on the manipulation of a suture thread attached to the end
of a laparoscopic instrument, with the aim of subjecting it to given levels of tension
forces. 16 Subjects (10 male, 6 female, all novices in laparoscopy) performed a se-
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quence of force reach and hold tasks for a selection of 10 feedback conditions.

2.1 Experimental Hardware

Fig. 1 (a) Experimental setup; (b) Endoscopic image as seen by the subject

Subjects were placed in front of a laparoscopic trainer (EndoSim LaproTrain)
containing a plate equipped with a force sensor with a fixture for holding a suture
wire (3-0 gauge Braun Novosyn 90/10), as shown in fig. 1 left. They manipulated
standard laparoscopic forceps with the suture wire attached so as to avoid time losses
associated with novices attempting to grasp a suture thread. Fig. 1 left highlights the
force sensor (ATI Nano17E 6-axis force/torque sensor, sensing range [0N-12N],
force values acquired at 40Hz) in yellow, the spring between the force/torque sensor
and suture thread in blue and the suture thread in red. The role of the spring was
to introduce a relatively low stiffness elastic component between the highly stiff
wire and force sensor, mimicking the natural elasticity of tissue during suture knot
tying or tissue manipulation. Subjects observed the scene on a 24” LCD monitor
placed directly in front of them, and manipulated the laparoscopic forceps through
a 5mm trocar, observing the inside of the laparoscopic trainer as shown in Fig. 1
right. Loose white sheets were placed over the force/torque sensor and spring so as
to minimize visual cues that could aid in assessing the thread tension. Vibrotactile
feedback was provided using an ERM motor (Precision Microdrives PicoVibe 307-
100, vibration intensity range [0g-7g] strapped to the inside of the subject’s hand so
as to simulate integration of feedback to a LS tool handle. New feedback commands
were generated at a frequency of 40Hz, following the acquisition of the force data.
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2.2 Feedback conditions

Reference - No feedback (L) : Subjects received no feedback about the suture
thread tension Ftension and relied solely on the visual information from the endo-
scope and natural tactile information from the instrument.

Visual feedback (V) : Subjects received visual feedback about Ftension in the form
of a vertical bar-graph displayed next to the endoscopic image. The bar-graph dis-
played forces in the range [0N-3N]. We did not highlight the target force in any way.
The feedback level as a function of Ftension is shown in green in fig. 2 (a).

Continuous vibrotactile (T) : Subjects received tactile feedback about Ftension
through an ERM vibration motor. The tension force Ftension was displayed through
a linearly proportional variation of vibration amplitude (0g to 5.2g), as shown in red
in fig. 2 (a).

Pulsed vibrotactile - fixed pulse length (Uf): The same vibration motor as for
condition T displayed the suture tension Ft though series of vibration pulses at a
fixed amplitude (3.4g) and length (45ms) with a spacing inversely proportional to
the applied force varying between 525ms and 15ms, as shown in red in fig. 2 (b).

Pulsed vibrotactile - varying pulse length and interval (Up): Identical set-up to
Uf, however this time the length and spacing of the pulses were varied jointly in the
same manner as the spacing in Uf, always keeping spacing and length equal. The
pattern of force encoding is shown in red in fig. 2 (d).

Pulsed vibrotactile - fixed pulse interval (Uq): Identical set-up to Uf, however
this time the pulse spacing was kept constant at 45ms, and the pulse length was
varied between 525ms and 15ms in inverse relation to the applied suture tension, as
shown in red in fig. 2 (c).

Vibrotactile and visual conditions (TV, UfV, UpV and UqV): These four con-
ditions are identical to T, Uf, Up and Uq respectively, whereby we simultaneously
provide visual feedback as in condition V.

2.3 Task

In chronological order, the task to be performed consisted of:

• 1 definition of a target force between 1 and 3 N : Subjects pulled on the suture
wire while receiving feedback corresponding to the given condition and pressed
a button to define the current force as their target for the rest of the task (referred
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Fig. 2 Feedback levels depending on the magnitude of force to be displayed. From the top left
to bottom right : (a) Visual (V) and continuous vibrotactile feedback (T); (b) Pulsed vibrotactile
feedback (Uf); (c) Pulsed vibrotactile feedback (Uq); (d) Pulsed vibrotactile feedback (Up). The
blue curve indicates the force magnitude, the green curve the associated bargraph heigh and the
red curve the vibration intensity.

Fig. 3 Extreme cases of tool orientations when pulling on the suture wire. The blue dotted line
shows the instrument axis, the red arrow the suture thread axis. From left to right : pulling on the
wire using lever effect with instrument parallel to the saggital plane (a), directly pulling on the wire
with intrument and wire aligned on the trocar axis (b), and pulling on the wire using lever effect
with instrument parallel to the coronal plane

to as the actual target force Ftgt in the following). Subjects were under no time
pressure to select a target force.

• 1 force reach task, where the objective was to aim for the previously defined
Ftgt , having changed the instrument’s orientation (see fig. 3) in order to minimize
the impact of visual cues in the endoscopic image on assessment of Ft . The sub-
jects pressed a button once they thought they had reached Ftgt (in the following,
the force applied at the moment of this button press will be referred to as the
estimated target force Ftgt,est ).

• 1 force hold task, where the objective was to hold Ftgt,est for a duration of 20s.
• 3 force repeat tasks, where the objective was once again to aim for Ftgt as pre-

cisely as possible, changing the instrument orientation every time. For this, the
subject pressed a button to begin, pulled on the thread, and pressed the button
again once Ftgt was thought to have been reached.

To keep the experiment duration manageable, subjects were assigned a ran-
domized sequence of the conditions L, V, T, Uf, Up, Uq, and one of the four vi-
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sual+tactile conditions (TV, UfV, UpV or UqV). For each condition, subjects per-
formed two to three repeats of the task previously described. They were each given
detailed instructions about the experimental sequence and manipulation of the la-
paroscopic instrument. Furthermore, they were briefed and given an example for
each form of feedback prior to performing the task.

2.4 Evaluation metrics

Mean distance to target (DTT) : We calculated DTT as the mean of differences
between Ftgt and Ftgt,est for each force reach and force repeat task for each subject.

DT TSub ject =
∑

N
i=1(Ftgt (i)−Ftgt,est (i))

N [mN]

where N = no. of force reaches + no. of force repeats performed by the subject.
Values close to 0 indicate higher aiming accuracy. Lower spread indicates greater

repeatability. Dividing subject DTT for each condition by the subject’s DTT for con-
dition L highlights improvements (values <1) or deteriorations (values >1) from the
provided feedback while compensating for differences in subject’s natural capabili-
ties in laparoscopic instrument manipulation.

Speed of aiming (SFR) :
We evaluated the speed of aiming at a target force for a given final accuracy.

SFR = 1
N ∑

N
i=1

Ftgt (i)
(TCT (i)∗|DT T (i)|) [s

−1]

Larger values indicate lower DTT at equal reach speeds or higher reach speeds
at equal DTT. We evaluate mean subject SFR for each condition divided by subject
SFR in condition L to compensate for subject’s natural capabilities in manipulating
the laparoscopic instrument.

Mean error during force-hold task (FHE) :
FHE is the mean of differences between the subject’s mean force applied during

the force-hold task and Ftgt,est from the initial force-reach task for a given condition:

FHE = 1
K ∑

K
i=1 Ftgt,est(i)−mean(Ftension(i))[mN]

where K is the number of force-hold tasks performed by the subject.

Cumulative deviation (CD) :
CD is calculated as the mean of the integral of applied force over the duration of

force hold tasks for a given feedback condition:
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CD = 1
K ∑

K
i=1 (∑

durationo f f orcehold
j=1 Ftension(i, j))[N.s]

This metric is representative of amplitude of oscillations around the target force
and drift. Larger values indicate worse performance.

Drift angles :
Mean drift for a given condition is calculated by fitting a line to the curve of

applied force during the force-hold task and evaluating its slope (the drift angle - Dα

- in [N/s]). Values further away from zero indicated a marked tendency to drift away
from Ftgt,est . The sign of the drift angles also gives an indication of the direction of
drift, with positive values indicating a tendency to apply more force over time and
negative values indicating a tendency to reduce applied forces over time.

3 Results and discussion

In the following, we present and discuss the main results obtained for the various
evaluation metrics described earlier.

3.1 Precision and repeatability of reaching a target force

Fig. 4 (a) shows that providing feedback systematically reduces mean subject DTT
(see table 1 for subject mean DTT), all differences in means significant with at least
p<0.05).

Fig. 4 (a) : Mean distance to target for force reach and repeat tasks for each subject, divided by the
subject’s mean DTT in condition (L) [dimensionless]. Medians are indicated by the light blue and
means by the red horizontal lines; (b) Mean DTT for each subject, grouped by condition [mN].

The best performance is obtained for conditions V (81.77% reduction in mean
error over condition L, p<0.01), TV (85.8% reduction in mean error over condition
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L, p<0.01), UpV (81.98% reduction in mean error over condition L, p<0.01) and
UqV (83.23% reduction in mean error over condition L, p<0.01), with a systematic
improvement of performance over condition L for all subjects. We believe the bet-
ter performance obtained through visual feedback can be attributed to the fact that
it not only provides information on the current force magnitude but also provides
relative distances to the maximum and minimum levels of feedback at any given
time, whereas the level of tactile feedback is harder to place on the range of possible
feedback levels.

Vibrotactile feedback alone leads to moderate improvements, with the best per-
formance achieved for Uf (52.21% reduction in mean error over L, improvements
in >75% of cases) and Up (55.07% reduction in mean error over L, improvements
in >75% of cases), although in some rare cases, subjects did not succeed in per-
forming better with them than with visual feedback alone. It seems that vibrotactile
pulses yields higher sensitivity to changes than continuous vibration. Also, this dif-
ference could relate to greater user comfort when vibration was presented in short
bursts. Indeed, condition T shows the worst performance of all tactile conditions,
with improvements over L observed <75% of the time.

In order to further analyse the effect of feedback on errors when aiming for pre-
defined target forces, fig. 4 (b) shows the mean DTT values for each subject. In the
absence of feedback, there is a marked tendency to not reach the predefined target
force. This graph allows analysis of the effect of feedback on repeatability of aim-
ing, shown by the spread of values for each condition (see table 1 for CD means
and standard deviations (SD)). Improvements in mean errors generally hold true for
spread, with the best repeatability obtained for conditions V (62.8% reduction in SD
over condition L), Up (52.4% reduction in SD over condition L), TV (77.7% reduc-
tion in SD over condition L) and UqV (84.7% reduction in SD over condition L).
Conditions Uf and UpV yield moderate improvements in spread (42.2% and 44.7%
reduction in SD over condition L respectively) while the remaining conditions yield
only very slight improvements.

In terms of precision, there seems to be no great use in combining visual and
tactile feedback (except for the improvement between UqV and Uq, p<0.05), as the
combination is either detrimental to performance or the tactile feedback is clearly
ignored in favour of the visual feedback. The only positive impact that can be noted
is a slight improvement in terms of repeatability, which can probably be attributed
to the redundancy of information.

Table 1 Mean subject DTTs for each condition [mN]

L V T Uf Up Uq TV UfV UpV UqV

Means : 398.91 -8.996 121.64 82.94 15.58 127.57 -11.3 -102.1 52.16 51.02
SDs : 531.79 197.6 375.21 307.54 253.2 309.87 118.45 204.9 293.96 81.85
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3.2 Speed of reaching a target force

Fig. 5 Mean subject speed of reaching a target force (SFR) for a given DTT, relative to subject’s
performance in condition L [dimensionless].

Feedback significantly increases SFR at identical DTT (p<0.05) except for con-
ditions T, UpV and UqV. Table 2 sums up the mean values for each condition.

Table 2 Subject means for speed of reaching a target force for a given DTT, relative to subject’s
performance in condition L [dimensionless], against subject mean TCT in each condition [s]

L V T Uf Up Uq TV UfV UpV UqV

SFR : 1 18.23 2.12 4.55 3.92 2.71 18.34 13.34 2.90 5.52
TCT [s] : 7.08 7.26 6.77 10.02 9.77 8.71 8.96 9.92 6.75 6.77

The best improvements are obtained for conditions V (18.23-fold increase in
mean SFR), TV (18.34-fold increase in SFR) and UfV (13.34-fold increase in SFR).
Conditions Uf, Up and UqV yield moderate improvements (4.55-fold, 3.92-fold and
5.52-fold increase in SFR). The significantly better performance for condition V
over all tactile conditions (all differences in means significant at p<0.01) can be
attributed to additional available information we discussed earlier as well as the
higher speed of the information delivery. Pulsed vibrotactile feedback requires a
certain number of pulse cycles to convey the feedback level, whereas a bargraph
provides the same information instantaneously.

If this were the only factor at play, we should expect good performance from
condition T. However, the observed bad performance is largely attributable to the
low accuracy in condition T due to the poor clarity of the feedback. This conclu-
sion is supported by the TCTs for the force reach and repeat tasks, which are not
significantly different for conditions L, V and T (see table 2).
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3.3 Quality of holding a target force

3.3.1 Mean error

Fig. 6 Mean subject FHE (yellow boxplot), against subject DTT from the inital force reach task
(green boxplot), and the resulting error (DTT+FHE), grey boxplot.

In the absence of feedback, FHE are large and subject to great spread. Condition
V yields low FHE (35.3 mN mean error) but performs on par with pulsed vibrotac-
tile conditions (no significant differences), with Uf and Uq performing moderately
better (0.05mN and 10.72mN respectively). However, the bad performance of Uf
in terms of DTT leads to an overall poor precision (when comparing mean force
during force hold and the actual target force).

Table 3 Subject mean force hold error (FHE) [mN]

L V T Uf Up Uq TV UfV UpV UqV

FHE : -111.6 -35 63.9 0.1 -62.8 -10.7 -23.7 -63.7 58 -111.5
FHE+DTT : 273.2 -49.6 256.2 102.2 40.3 75 -48.5 -138.2 -94 4.1

It would seem that tactile feedback performs comparatively well to visual feed-
back when it comes to avoiding drift from a given value, with an edge to pulsed
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vibrotactile feedback Uf. Continuous vibrotactile feedback is of little use in this
task, with significantly worse FHE than all other tactile feedback conditions and the
visual feedback condition.

Combining visual and tactile feedback yields no significant benefit over visual or
tactile feedback alone. Surprisingly, condition UqV leads to significantly worse per-
formance, which could be due to the feedback not combining in an intuitive manner.
Indeed, subjects tended to report difficulties in using Uq alone, which could account
for a disturbing effect when combined with visual feedback that also demands the
subject’s attention. Combined feedback TV yields performance on par with con-
dition V, leading us to believe that subjects ignored the tactile component of the
combined feedback in favour of the visual feedback.

3.3.2 Drift and cumulative deviation

Fig. 7 (a) Subject mean drift angles Dα for force hold task [N/s]. The Dαs are separated depending
on the drift direction (upwards or downwards), with the number of observations for each being
shown so as to give an idea of the distribution of drift directions; (b) Subject mean cumulative
deviation (CD) [N.s].

As expected, the absence of feedback yields the highest CD, due to a marked
tendency to drift from Ftgt,est , with a tendency to increase the applied force over
time (70% of upward drifts against 30% of downward drifts) and a large spread and
amplitude of Dαs.

Visual feedback is more effective at reducing drift amplitude than tactile feed-
back alone, though not significantly. Concerning tactile feedback alone, the best
performance is achieved for conditions Uf and Up (significantly outperforming T
and Uq at p<0.1).

All combined visual and tactile conditions significantly reduce drift and bring
the mean Dαs close to 0 N/s (equal tendency to increase and decrease force over
time, lowest means and spreads of Dα values), highlighting a major benefit from
combined visual and tactile feedback. In particular, condition TV shows a significant
improvement over both conditions V and TV (p<0.05).
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Fig. 7 right shows the mean cumulative deviation from the target force for sub-
jects during the force hold task (mean values in table 4). The lowest CD are obtained
for condition V (68.8% reduction in CD when compared to condition L, p<0.01,
100% of improvements over L), closely followed by conditions Uf (57.9% reduc-
tion in CD when compared to condition L, p<0.01), TV (62.7% reduction in CD
when compared to condition L, p<0.01), UfV (59.2% reduction in CD when com-
pared to condition L, p<0.01) and UqV (62.5% reduction in CD when compared to
condition L, p<0.01). None of the differences in performance between V, Uf, TV,
UfV and UqV are significant.

This shows that despite the results obtained from comparison of FHE, visual
feedback and its combination with tactile feedback tends to slightly improve per-
formance when it comes to staying close to a target over time. This can probably
be attributed to the speed of delivery of the visual information when compared to
the tactile information as we already mentioned in section 3.2. Once again, when
observing performance for TV, it becomes clear than the tactile component was
ignored in favour of the visual feedback. Concerning UpV, the performance is wors-
ened when compared to either of the individual forms of feedback, which may indi-
cate a poor matching of the visual and tactile feedbacks which confused subjects.

Of the tactile feedback conditions, T (no significant difference to condition L)
and Uq (difference in mean significant at p <0.1) perform worst, which we believe
is mainly attributable to the poor understandability of these forms of feedback.

Table 4 Subject mean drift angles (Dα) [N/s] and cumulative deviations (CD) [N.s]

L V T Uf Up Uq TV UfV UpV UqV

Dα (Up): 0.03 0.008 0.02 0.009 0.011 0.021 0.0004 0.004 0.008 0.006
Dα (Down): -0.015 -0.008 -0.011 -0.013 -0.01 -0.017 -0.007 -0.004 -0.006 -0.002
CD : 4.61 1.44 3.81 1.94 2.41 3.20 1.72 1.88 2.85 1.73

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we describe an experiment aimed at evaluating feedback of tool-tip
interaction forces in laparoscopy through haptic and/or visual cues. We compared
four forms of vibrotactile feedback, on-screen visual feedback via a bar-graph and
their combinations.

Providing no feedback yielded the worst overall performance for precision
(strong tendency to not reach the target force, very large errors and low repeatabil-
ity), speed (slowest for reaching a target force with a given accuracy) and constancy
of holding a given force over time (strong tendency to increase the applied force
over time, strong oscillations of force and large errors), in line with literature results
on forces in LS.
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Visual feedback yielded the best performance overall. Precision and repeatability
when aiming at a target force were better than those achieved through tactile feed-
back, and on par with or better than those achieved for combined visual and tactile
feedback. Visual feedback significantly outperformed tactile feedback in terms of
speed. When holding a force, it effectively allowed for reduction and correction
of drift, with comparable performance to the best of tactile feedback. We believe
the overall better performance of visual feedback to be due to additional informa-
tion provided by the bar-graph when compared to the vibrotactile feedback as well
as the comparatively higher speed of delivery of the information to the user. Vi-
brotactile feedback moderately improved precision. It was shown to be effective in
reducing mean force errors and their spread and moderately increasing task execu-
tion speed. Concerning the quality of holding a force, the best performance in terms
of drift and error reduction were achieved through pulsed vibrotactile feedback. Vi-
brotactile feedback involving continuous or near-continuous vibration was usually
outperformed by pulsed feedback, probably due to greater user comfort.

Condition TV yielded the best results in terms of precision and speed of task ex-
ecution, outperforming either T or V individually. Conditions UfV, UpV and UqV
yielded significant improvements over no feedback without reaching those achieved
with TV, and not necessarily better than visual feedback alone, though they out-
performed pulsed vibrotactile feedback alone. Concerning holding of a target force
over time, combined tactile and visual feedback led to comparable errors with V and
the best performance from tactile feedback alone, but usually significantly reduced
drift when compared to V and tactile feedback alone respectively. It seems that
pulsed vibrotactile feedback in some cases acted as a disturbance when combined
with visual feedback, possibly because of discrepancies between their respective
information delivery speeds.

Despite the better performance of visual feedback, these results are encourag-
ing for the use of vibrotactile feedback in communicating force information in LS.
Indeed, vibrotactile feedback clearly improves performance over no feedback and
retains the advantage that it may prove effective in keeping visual cognitive load for
surgeons manageable, though this remains to be investigated.

This study suffers from a few limitations, first of which being that subjects were
not familiar with laparoscopy. An evaluation of the best performing forms of feed-
back in actual suturing trials with laparoscopic surgeons will be required. For prac-
tical reasons, the task did not take into account grasping of the thread or needle,
which may impact behaviour, especially when using tactile feedback. Surgical su-
ture knot tying is also usually a bi-manual task, so it remains to be seen whether this
changes behaviour with regards to the use of feedback with implications for its de-
sign. Finally, there was no requirement to focus attention on the endoscopic image,
leading to low ecological validity and likely skewing results in favour of visual feed-
back. Discussion with subjects showed that in conditions with visual feedback, they
barely paid attention to the endoscopic image, focussing mainly on the bar-graph.
We plan to address these limitations in future experiments expanding on our present
work.
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